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Driving School Improvement Through Onsite Reviews 
NACSA Annual Conference, Philadelphia, October 25-26, 2004 
Tuesday, 9:00am to 10:30am 
 
 
Facilitators: Tamara Lumpkin, DC Public Charter School Board 
 Tony Siddall, Massachusetts Department of Education 
 Richard Wenning, Colorado League of Charter Schools 
 

Agenda 
 
9:00-9:20: Panel Presentation. Each of the facilitators will briefly present the key 
elements of their onsite reviews in light of the following three questions. As each facilitator 
presents, think about the answers to these questions for your system: 

1) What is the purpose or our onsite reviews, in the context of our charter school 
accountability system and charter school initiative? 

2) What is the basic structure of our onsite reviews: when do they take place, how long are 
they, what information do they gather, and who is on the review teams? 

3) What is the biggest strength of our structure in meeting the identified purpose? What is 
the biggest challenge? 

 
9:20-10:05: Group Work. Break into three small groups. Each group will choose one of the 
following two tasks, guided by the questions below:  

1) Refine an existing onsite review process (one or more members of the group 
should describe their onsite review process) 

2) Design an ideal onsite review process 
 

10:05-10:30: Report out. Each group should make a brief 5-7 minute report about the key 
issues they discussed and some "take-aways" from this discussion. What were the key areas of 
design/refinement the group discussed? What were the key features or improvements the group 
generated? What were the lingering questions or challenges remain? 

 
Guiding Questions 

These questions are grouped according to the categories idenitifed in the NACSA Issue Brief 
entitled The Value of Quality On-Site School Review: Seeing is Believing. Please choose a few 
questions which you find most relevant or important, and discuss how they apply to the onsite 
review process you are refining or defining. 
 
Open-ended Questions: 
What is the biggest strength of our onsite review process in terms of its ability to drive school 
improvement? 

What is the biggest challenge inherent in our onsite review process in terms of its ability to drive 
school improvement? 



Clear Protocol and Expectations: 
1) What is the purpose of these reviews? How does this purpose relate to the goal of improved 
student performance? If we asked our schools these questions, would they answer in the same 
way that we do? 

2) Do we have a clear and concise protocol for the site visits? 

3) Where do the criteria against which we evaluate schools come from? How specific are these 
criteria? How do we know that schools that meet these criteria will be high performing schools? 

4) Does the format or the purpose of the visit vary according to the age or status of the school? 
Should it? 

 
Pre-visit Document Review: 
1) What do we know about each school prior to the visit? How does this preparation guide our 
visit? 

 
Choosing and Training Visitors: 
1) What types of expertise to do look for and/or try to instill in our visitors? How successful are 
we in ensuring that our visitors have this knowledge? 

2) What is the role of the team leader, and how does this role facilitate achieving the objectives 
of the visit? 

3) How does our choice of visitors affect the kinds of information that we learn about the school, 
and how does it affect the impact of the visit on the school? 

 

Stakeholder input: 
1) Who do we define as the important stakeholders in the school? How do we gather information 
from all these groups? 

2) How do we balance breadth and depth in our data gathering with stakeholders? What 
strategies do we use to ensure that we talk to a representative sample of stakeholders, but also 
truly understand what they are saying? 

3) How do we create an atmosphere that feels safe for the people we are interviewing, but also 
ask probing, sometimes difficult questions? 
 
Evidence-based Findings: 
1) How do we arrive at our findings? What kinds of evidence do we require to support our 
findings? 

2) If we asked our visitors the above questions, what would they say? 

3) Do we offer schools the chance to verify or disagree with our findings of fact? With the 
judgments we make based on these findings? 



4) What strategies do we employ to come to consensus on findings? Do we often have difficulty 
coming to consensus, and what does this say about our process? 

5) Of what value to the school are our findings? Of what value to us as authorizers are the 
findings? Is there a tension between making the findings valuable to the school and to the 
authorizer? What do we do to mitigate this tension? 

 
Report of Findings: 
1) How do we report our findings? Who is the primary audience for these reports? In what ways 
do we try to make these reports valuable to these audiences? 

 
Formative and Summative Evaluations: 
1) Do we consider our onsite review to be formative or summative evaluation (or a mixture of 
each)?  

2) Do we require schools to do any kind of self-study? If so, is this self study useful for the 
schools? Is it useful for the authorizer? 

3) Do we provide recommendations to schools? If so, do schools feel obligated to follow these 
recommendations? Does giving “technical assistance” conflict with our oversight duties? Are 
there certain areas where it is more or less appropriate for us to provide technical assistance? 

 
 
 
 



For more information contact:  
Tammi Troy (Compliance and Program Development Reviews) at 202-328-2672 
Jacqueline Scott-English (Special Education Reviews) at 202-328-2671 
Bridget Bradley Gray (Financial Control Reviews) at 202-328-2667 
Tamara Lumpkin (Charter Reviews) at 202-328-2666 

 
 

Overview of PCSB Monitoring Framework 
 
The D.C. Public Charter School Board’s motto is “We Charter Success." To meet this 
goal, the Board has employed a series of strategies to hold schools accountable for 
performance -- while helping them achieve success by providing schools with ample 
feedback and support 
 
For each school under its authority, the PCSB conducts Compliance Reviews between 
November and December, and Program Development Reviews between November and 
March of each academic year.   Additionally, the PCSB conducts Financial Control 
Reviews of its first-year schools, as well as Special Education Reviews every 3 years. 
 
The Compliance Review examines each school’s administrative practices for which 
compliance is required by its charter, the charter law, or district of federal regulations, 
such as enrollment practices, background checks, and health and safety standards.  Of 
particular importance is the verification of accountability data provided in each school’s 
Annual Report, which informs the focus of the Program Development Review. 

 
Using the data verified in the Compliance Review, the Program Development Review 
examines the performance of each school in the prior academic year against the goals 
set out in its accountability plan, with particular attention to those areas where the school 
has not met its annual targets.  The review, conducted by an external team of expert 
reviewers, includes classroom observations and structured interviews with school 
leaders, teachers, students, parents, and Board members.  This review is designed to 
serve as a diagnostic tool and take into account the specific needs of the school as it 
relates to the achievement of its accountability plan targets.  For newer schools the 
focus will be on implementation of the school program, and for more advanced schools 
the focus will be on measuring outcomes in the school’s Accountability Plan. To the 
extent possible, these Teams remain the same each year to provide continuity.  Once a 
school is accredited, this review will be conducted less frequently, every 2-3 years. 
 
As part of the review for first-year schools, the PCSB contracts a CPA to conduct 
Financial Control Reviews, focused on internal controls and financial operations in order 
to help the schools maintain sound financial practices and avoid future audit problems.   
 
The PCSB conducts a Special Education Review, to ensure compliance with Individuals 
with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA). Although each state education agency is formally 
charged with ascertaining compliance with the Act, the PCSB conducts these reviews of 
first year schools in order to assure that they are following the terms of their charters.  
After the first year, these reviews will be conducted every other year, with follow-up and 
technical assistance provided in the interim years.   
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Accountability Program 
Overview:  School review & 

evaluation 
 
The Colorado League of Charter Schools has developed and modified the School Review & Evaluation 
component of its Accountability Program over the past seven years. We have implemented elements of 
this program in dozens of schools.  Much has been learned from this work since 1998, and we continue to 
try to revise and improve the process.  Several districts have been supportive of this program, and many 
new charter schools are stating their commitment to these accountability steps in their application.  Both 
districts and charter schools are finding the program, or elements of it, a useful guide for accountability. 
 
Why develop a School Review & Evaluation Program?  After the first several years of Colorado’s charter 
school law it became apparent that in many cases there was no common understanding among districts 
and charter schools as to how the schools would be held accountable, and in particular on how the charter 
renewal would be handled.  The League created this program to fill this gap, providing new charters and 
their districts with a process and criteria both could commit to (ideally, in the initial contract), that would 
clarify what is expected each year of the first three or five years of a school’s charter.  However, after 
several years of implementation it has become apparent that the self-study and site visit, the main two 
components of this program, are valuable processes not only to new schools, but also to older, more 
established schools.  As a result, the League recommends that all charter schools go through this process 
on an ongoing five-year basis. 
 
The self-study, an internal evaluation, and the site visit, an external evaluation that validates the self-
study, are based on the Colorado Charter School Standards, which are also aligned with Colorado’s 
accreditation criteria.  These standards were developed by administrators, teachers, and board members 
from charter schools across Colorado.  The standards are built around five broad Critical Questions. We 
hope charter schools and their chartering authorities will consider this program, or elements of it, as a 
valid way to ensure that charter schools are accountable and are meeting their goals during the first five 
years of their charter.  We hope the general process seems fair and one that will prove useful to both 
parties—schools and districts.  And we hope it includes components that help schools fulfill their mission 
by encouraging self-examination, effective decision-making, and constant improvement. 
 
The board of the Colorado League of Charter Schools believes this accountability effort is critical for the 
whole charter movement in Colorado.  The League would like to express its thanks to The Walton Family 
Foundation and the U.S. Department of Education for grant funding in support of this work on 
accountability. 
 

The Five-Year Accountability Cycle 
For the duration of the school’s contract with the district, the school will take a series of steps to 
achieve accountability, steps that are woven into the charter renewal process during the third or fifth 
year.  
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We have described these components as happening on a year by year basis.  We understand that the 
individual circumstances of charter schools might alter this progression.  We encourage the district 
and the charter school to make a timeline that fits their unique circumstances.   
 
Year One 
• Using Colorado Charter School Standards informally to assess progress. 
• Setting or refining specific goals, especially on academic program. 
 
Year Two 
• Gather data, conduct surveys, etc. for Self-Study’s Colorado Charter School Standards. 
• By spring the Year Two portion of the school’s Self-Study will be nearly completed;  

in the fall it will be updated before going out to the Visiting Team. 
 
Year Three 
• Two-day site visit by a team assembled along the guidelines of the Accountability Program; their 

purpose is, in part, to follow-up on and validate the school’s Self-Study.   
• Visiting Team creates a Site Visit Report for the school. 
• In case of a three-year charter, report is part of renewal process.  District makes decision on 

renewal of charter.  
 
Year Four 
• Reflect and act on and produce Reaction Report to recommendations in Site Visit Report. 
• At the end of Year Four, school meets with district to go over any steps or information needed for 

contract renewal. 

Year Five 
• Based on school’s meeting with district regarding contract renewal needs, school may want or 

need to do any of the following: 
 A second site visit by a complete team (usually in cases where significant issues were raised 

in the Year Three Site Visit Report), that produces another Site Visit Report. 
 A follow up visit by Team Leader and another member of Year Three Site Visit Team, who 

produce Follow-Up Report on progress since earlier visit.    
 Reporting of any requested information to the district. 
 Completing of any requested forms or applications required by the district for renewal. 

• In case of a five-year charter, Year Three Report, fourth year Reaction Report, and fifth year 
follow-up documents are part of renewal process.  District makes decision on renewal of charter. 

 

Other School Review & Evaluation Program Components 
Administrative Reviews 
The administrative review is a walk through of relevant federal and state education laws, common district 
policies, and important school-level policies. The administrative review is not a compliance check, but 
rather an opportunity for a school administrator to make sure he or she is aware of laws pertinent to 
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charter schools. The administrative review is conducted by Colorado League of Charter Schools staff with 
the school’s administrator and sometimes a board member. 
 
The League recommends that all first year schools have an administrative review.  It is also advisable any 
school with a new administrator undergo an administrative review, especially if the administrator has not 
previously worked in charter schools. 
 
Governance Training 
Governance training provides an opportunity for school boards to meet with a governance trainer or 
facilitator who can help the school develop or maintain sound governance practices. The governance 
trainer will spent eight hours with the school’s board, either in one day, two half-day sessions, or four 
two-hour sessions. The actual structure of the governance work is flexible. Schools should be involved in 
identifying and focusing on their greatest governance needs. Governance trainers can provide information 
and training to schools on general board roles and responsibilities, conflict resolution, group decision 
making, use of committees, policy setting, strategic planning, and much more. The content of governance 
training is somewhat undefined because the League would like schools to have the flexibility they need to 
receive governance training that really meets their needs.  
 
The League has developed a cadre of governance trainers who are experienced in working with charter 
schools. Schools can choose the trainer they feel will be the most appropriate fit for their school. 
 
The League recommends that all first year schools receive governance training. In addition, whenever a 
school experiences significant board turnover, some sort of governance training or facilitation is 
encouraged. 

Rationale 
The Colorado League of Charter Schools has developed this School Review & Evaluation Program in 
order: 

• To provide a plan that will assure the state that charter schools and their districts have a model 
they can use or adapt that is fair and that fosters a high degree of accountability.  

• To provide a plan that will help charter schools be more accountable. 

• To promote stronger quality control among the Colorado charter schools.   To that end, to provide 
a series of steps that foster school improvement. 

• To help districts gather quality information for the evaluation and renewal of charter schools.  
The plan would be particularly useful for districts and charter schools at two key points: 

 FIRST, when setting the terms in the contract, so that there is an agreement on the steps, the 
criteria, and the timeline for accountability that the district and the school will follow during 
the contract period.  

 SECOND, during the school’s third or fifth year to help with the charter renewal process.  
In agreeing to these steps along the way to renewal, charter schools and their districts will 
have a common understanding from day one of what will be expected, year by year, in terms 
of the activities and reporting—both the process and the criteria—to maintain accountability. 
This provides a much-needed degree of predictability and consistency to the renewal process.  
It enables schools and districts to focus on educational issues, not political ones, in 
determining whether a school deserves renewal. 
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• To base site visits and external studies on a practice highly regarded among both private and public 
schools, both abroad and in the United States, and now tested within Colorado over the past five 
years: assembling teams of visitors who spend two days or more observing the school, who then 
provide a written report as an objective, external evaluation of a school’s performance. 

General Thoughts on Accountability in Colorado 
Charter Schools 
Colorado’s Charter Act (22-30.5) expects these semi-autonomous schools to answer to the public 
regarding their performance.  The legislative declaration states that the law is enacted “to hold charter 
schools accountable for meeting state board and school district content standards” (22-30.5-102).  
Among other requirements, charter schools, according to the law, “shall be accountable to the school 
district’s local board of education for purposes of ensuring compliance with applicable laws and 
charter provisions and the requirement of section 15 of article IX of the state constitution (pertaining 
to school districts and boards of education).  A charter school shall be subject to all federal and state 
laws and constitutional provisions prohibiting discrimination…” (22-30.5-104).   
 
And while charter schools, like other public schools, are expected to provide Annual Reports and 
School Improvement Plans to their districts, they have an added challenge or responsibility.  The law 
says that a charter may be revoked or not renewed by the local board of education for several reasons, 
including failure “to meet or make reasonable progress toward achievement of the content standards 
or pupil performance standards identified in the charter application” (22-30.5-110).  Furthermore, in 
their charter applications schools are, by law, expected to describe the plan “for evaluating pupil 
performance, the types of assessments that will be used to measure pupil progress towards 
achievement of the school’s pupil performance standards, the timeline for achievement of such 
standards, and the procedures for taking corrective action in the event that pupil performance at the 
charter school falls below such standards.” 
 
Such language is a useful start for developing an Accountability Plan that the school and its 
chartering authority, the school district, can agree on.  However, in the early years of this new law, 
there was little understanding among districts and charter schools on the definition of accountability, 
particularly as to evaluation and renewal.  All too often the contracts between charter schools and 
their districts were vague, at best, on matters of accountability.  (See CDE’s 1998 Colorado Charter 
Schools Evaluation Study: “Five schools said their districts had well-defined, written criteria for 
renewal. Another eleven schools stated that the criteria for renewal were not well-defined in their 
districts,” p. 60.)  
 
The League’s School Review & Evaluation Program is designed to fill this gap, providing new charters 
and their districts with a process and criteria both can commit to, in writing—either as district policy or in 
the contract with each school—that will clarify what is expected each year during the first five years of a 
school’s charter. 

What Happens after we complete the 5 year Cycle? 
This program was initially designed for schools in their start-up phase and first five years.  However, 
after piloting and implementing the program for several years, it became clear that schools felt this 
process applied not only to new schools, but also to older schools in their second, third, or tenth 
contract with the district. It provides new schools being developed a useful starting point on how to 
address accountability in the charter application.  And it also gives established schools suggested 
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steps to take that will support both accountability and school improvement, steps that will be woven 
into the charter renewal process. Accountability is a never-ending focus for charter schools and for 
that reason, the League encourages all schools to participate in this process on an ongoing basis. 
 

Colorado Charter Schools Standards 
summary 
 
The Colorado Charter School Standards will guide much of this Accountability Program.  These 
standards are based on five broad Critical Questions, which borrow heavily from those being used in 
Massachusetts and some other states that have developed accountability plans.  These five questions 
are: 

 
1.   Is the school faithful to the terms of its contract? 

1.1 The school is aware of contractual requirements and has procedures and policies in place to 
review, communicate, and ensure regular compliance.  

1.2 The school is aware of statutory and regulatory requirements and has procedures and policies 
in place to review, communicate and ensure compliance. 

1.3 The school is in compliance with special education and 504 requirements. 

1.4 The school admissions and inclusion policies are in compliance with all relevant 
requirements.  

1.5 The school is aware of state accreditation and accountability requirements. 

1.6 A procedure is in place between the school and the chartering authority for charter renewal.  

 

2. Is the school faithful to its stated mission, goals and objectives? 
2.1 The school’s values are clearly expressed through a mission statement and a written vision 

statement or guiding principles. 

2.2 The school has documented goals and objectives with established timelines for 
implementation. 

2.3 The school has mechanisms in place to ensure program alignment with mission and goals. 

2.4 The mission and goals of the school are clearly communicated among all constituencies. 

  

3. Is the academic program a success? 
3.1 The school is making reasonable progress in meeting its academic goals for its students. 

3.2 The school has implemented an annual educational improvement plan which complies with 
state requirements. 

3.3 The school has assessments in place that are well-matched with the school’s programmatic 
goals and objectives. 
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3.4 The school has strategies in place to ensure that all students are making progress towards 
meeting all academic goals.   

3.5 The school meets the needs of special education students. 

3.6 The school has quality curricula and course outlines in place. 

3.7 The school has an effective process in place for ongoing systematic evaluation and 
improvement of the academic program. 

3.8 The school has a strong, highly-qualified, well-supported teaching staff. 

3.9 The school has effective and ongoing professional development in place to support teachers. 

 

4.  Is the school a viable organization? 
4.1 The school is financially solvent and stable. 

4.2 The school has effective controls and procedures in place for the management of financial 
resources. 

4.3 The school commits its financial resources in ways that will help it achieve its mission and 
goals.  

4.4 The school meets student enrollment and attendance goals. 

4.5 The school has an effective governance and administrative structure. 

4.6 All personnel are recruited, supported and trained to meet school’s mission. 

4.7 The school provides a safe, supportive environment that fosters positive learning. 

4.8 The school’s physical facility is adequate for the programs of the school. 

4.9 The school works to actively develop community involvement and satisfaction.  

4.10 The school’s relationship with the chartering authority is effective. 

4.11 The school successfully communicates with its stakeholders.  

 

5. Does the school recognize where growth is most essential? 
5.1 The school demonstrates a commitment to self-analysis and continuous improvement. 

 

Before Opening: 
An Agreement on accountability  

 
Before opening the school and district should agree (in writing) to an Accountability Plan covering 
the school’s first five years.  To facilitate this, some districts are setting policy supportive of the 
League’s Plan, or at least supportive of an internal self-study, followed by an external team’s site visit 
and report. 
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The goals a school should accomplish before opening are as follows: 
• Contract—Include an agreement on the Accountability Plan, or elements of it, in the school's 

operating contract;  
• Goals—Find the right balance: state clear goals in contract without being too specific before 

school opens.  
• Criteria—Ensure common understanding of criteria to be used.  
• Reporting—Clarify what is required (Annual Report to Community, School Improvement Plan, 

reporting on state accreditation indicators, etc.).  
• Timeline—Agree to five steps (see below) and timeline, with variations as negotiated by each 

district and charter. 
 

A COMMITMENT to the process IN THE CONTRACT 
Recommendation: Establish clear goals, and commit to a process for accountability in the 
contract with the district, but be careful about stating the exact measurements before the school 
opens. 

A number of charter school applications and contracts do not contain clear language about the 
expectations of accountability and the means of evaluation and renewal.  This creates a degree of 
unpredictability that is uncomfortable for both the charter school and the district.  

A charter school's participation in this five-year School Review & Evaluation Program with clearly 
defined components, procedures, and documentation should facilitate predictable and effective 
communication between a charter school and its district.  The charter school's commitment to this 
program should be sufficiently clear that all parties understand their respective responsibilities and 
expectations.   

The School Review & Evaluation Program should become a standard part of contact negotiations. If 
both parties agree to this program, or a variation of it, the agreement would be written as a clause in 
or an amendment to the contract.  It would include the following sections: 

• Intent 
• Expectations (Goals, Objectives and Pupil Performance Standards) 
• Documentation (School Improvement Plans, Annual Reports, Self-Study, External Report, 

Reaction Report, Follow-Up Report, etc.) 
• Timelines 
• Costs for components listed above that carry expenses 
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Recommendation: Establish more specific targets after year one 
Charter applicants wonder how specific they should be in their application regarding the goals, 
measures, and targets for student performance.  There are many unknowns as to how the charter idea 
in the application stage will transform itself into a real school community.  In particular, the school 
will not know the capabilities of its student body until after the school opens and baseline data is 
gathered.  For this reason, charter school applicants should set goals and describe plans in a general 
enough manner to allow for their lack of knowledge about their (as yet, unknown) students, yet 
specific enough to create understanding and trust with the chartering district.  By avoiding too much 
specificity in the application, the school will have the needed flexibility as they implement their 
program and develop realistic goals to shoot for in terms of improved academic progress.  This will 
enable the school to make the inevitable adaptations in the first years of implementing the program.   

Charter schools will not have good baseline data on their student body until the end of the first year.  
To be specific, most test results, such as CSAP data, are available only when the school year is nearly 
over.  For this reason, we suggest that in their application schools propose: 
a) to collect baseline data during the first year, and then  
b) to submit more specific targets for pupil performance by the beginning of year two.  
 

EXAMPLE/ FRAMEWORK 

To give new charter applicants a framework of how they might address the issue of 
accountability in their proposals, we offer six recommendations—by no means complete, but 
perhaps a useful place to start.   Each school will have more detail and distinct variations. 

1. State that student achievement will be demonstrated in measurable terms to parents, students, and 
the community at large. 

 
2. State that the school will employ a variety of assessments including CSAP scores, other 

standardized assessments, portfolios, and student demonstration of skills aligned with the 
Colorado content standards.  State that baseline data will be gathered during the first year. 

 
3. State that the school will use all or certain components of the Colorado League of Charter 

School’s Accountability Program, and then state what those components will include, such as: 
• Year One: internal review around Colorado Charter School Standards, work on goal setting, 

and governance and administrative review. 
• Year Two: Self-Study. 
• Year Three: Site Visit by external team. 
• Year Four: Reaction Report. 
• Year Five: Follow-up steps as determined by school and district. 
 

4. State that an Accountability/Advisory Committee will be formed in the school’s first year to 
carry out the responsibilities of such a committee as required by state law.  Include statement that 
the Accountability/Advisory Committee will produce an Annual Report to the Community 
meeting the district’s reporting obligations to the State Board and the Colorado Department of 
Education.  Include statement that the school will prepare its first School Improvement Plan upon 
completing the first year (and in all subsequent years), and that the first School Improvement 
Plan will include measurable goals for year two. 

 
5. State that more specific targets for student performance will be articulated by the fall of year two. 
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6. State that during the year of the charter’s renewal (usually year three or year five) the school will 
develop its renewal application.  This will include those products from the League’s 
Accountability Program (Self-Study, Site Visit Report, Reaction Report, and any follow-up 
documents) that have been completed in time for the renewal and that the school believes should 
be part of its overall presentation. 

 
five-year School review & evaluation 
Process 

 
In the five-year School Review & Evaluation process a school takes a series of steps to achieve 
accountability, steps that are woven into the charter renewal process during the third or fifth year.  
 
We describe these components as happening on a year-by-year basis, though we understand how the 
individual circumstances of each charter school can alter this progression.  We encourage districts 
and charter schools to make a timeline that fits their circumstances.  One key factor affecting this 
timeline is the school’s plan for growth.  Many charter schools plan their growth to occur over several 
years by adding new grade levels over time.  If a substantial increase in enrollment or grades served 
is expected during the first two or three years, the self-study and the site visit might be postponed to 
years three and four, respectively, so that they do not occur too early in the school's history. 
 

YEAR ONE/ 
STEP ONE 

YEAR TWO/ 
STEP TWO 

YEAR THREE/ 
STEP THREE 

YEAR FOUR/ 
STEP FOUR 

YEAR FIVE/ 
STEP FIVE 

• Using Colorado 
Charter School 
Standards for 
informal review 
and school 
improvement. 
 

• Gather data, 
conduct surveys, 
etc. for Colorado 
Charter Schools 
Standards and 
Self-Study. 

 
• Prepare Self-
Study report for 
Visiting Team. 
 

• Two-day external 
review by Visiting 
Team, a group of 
peers. 
 
• Team creates Year 
3 Report; sends to 
school. 
 
In case of 3-Year 
Charter, renewal 
application/decision 

• Reflect and act on 
Year 3 Report & 
recommendations. 
 
• School writes, 
sends Reaction 
Report to Year 3 
Visiting Team.  
 
• At end of year four, 
school meets with 
district to determine 
other requirements 
for renewal process. 

• Depending on 
district requests, 
second site visit, 
follow-up visit/ 
review by two 
members of Year 3 
Visiting Team, or 
document 
preparation.  
 
In case of 5-Year 
Charter, renewal 
application/decision 

 

Year One/Step One 
Since the Colorado Charter School Standards provide an effective overview of all aspects of the 
operations of a charter school, we encourage all charter schools to review them in the first year of the 
five-year cycle.  The Colorado Charter School Standards provide a framework to define and assess 
the operational areas and plans of the school. We imagine a school would take the standards and 
spend much of this year coming up with formal or informal responses.  Beginning to work on these 
standards early will assist the school with the completion of the Self-Study by the end of Year Two, 
as well as help them prepare for their Third Year Site Visit. 
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New Schools: In the life cycle of a charter school, the first year is a time of frenetic activity. This 
time of creation does not allow much time for reflection.  However, if the leadership of a charter 
school does not make time to reflect on its practices it runs the risk of creating quick fixes that might 
possibly compromise the charter. As busy and as challenging as the opening year can be, it is 
important to start asking if the ideas expressed in the charter are meeting the test of reality.  Using the 
Colorado Charter School Standards can be a means to keep a school “on track.”  In addition, three 
specific activities are recommended: compliance with the contract (administrative review), 
developing a strong and effective board (governance review), and establishing more specific goals. 

This internal examination of the Colorado Charter School Standards might serve as a sufficient means 
for new schools to reflect on their practices and operations. Some schools might want to invite an 
external person to facilitate this assessment.  In addition, some schools might need technical 
assistance or facilitation with some specific aspects of their operations during the first year.  New 
schools often lack the personnel to effectively define, build, manage, and assess all of the various 
components (financial, legal, human relations, educational, governance, etc.) of their operations 
during the first year.   

Year Two/Step Two 
Internally applied data gathering and self-study in preparation for a year three site-visit and evaluation.  

Good schools are eager to ask themselves hard questions: Are they fulfilling their mission? Are they 
becoming the kind of school they said they would be? Are they serving students and parents as they 
intended?  Are their students learning and growing in a way that meets high expectations?  And much 
more.   

The League’s Accountability Program encourages schools to wrestle with such basic questions and 
creates a useful framework for this kind of analysis.  It also provides the connection between such an 
internal self-study and a site visit the following year from an external team.  The product of the 
school’s self-study will be a notebook that responds to the Colorado Charter School Standards.  We 
recommend that a nearly final draft of that self-assessment be completed by the end of the school’s 
second year.  A final draft would be completed and ready early in the school’s third year for review 
by the Site Visit Team members before they come to the school. 

Some worry about the duplication of an effort like this when schools are already doing considerable 
data gathering, often for either the state or the district.  We believe the Colorado Charter School 
Standards address most of the key issues districts and schools will want to examine to evaluate 
progress.  If there is something uncovered or deemed unnecessary by these questions, then again, in 
the initial contract, both parties can negotiate other items or information they want, or do not want, 
included.  The point is that the contract should prevent later misunderstanding or arbitrary changes in 
determining what criteria will be used to measure the school’s growth and effectiveness. 

While we know that a good self-study does take time, we want to emphasize that this effort would 
build on all the information the school gathers as part of its regular reporting to parents and to the 
district. These reports naturally include the Annual Report to the Community at the end of the first 
year and the School Improvement Plan for the second year.  Of special interest will be the concrete 
data that might be part of those documents—from assessments on student performance, parent 
surveys, and other efforts during the first year to evaluate effectiveness and satisfaction.  By pulling 
much of this information together around the Colorado Charter School Standards, we think it will 
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mean all the data-gathering is well–directed, and will lead to a richer, more comprehensive self-
assessment than most schools typically produce. 

Finally, this self-study is designed to help a school really know itself better, to discover if it is indeed 
becoming the school it set out to be.  And the Colorado Charter School Standards will remain a constant 
guide.  The following year, when a Site Visit Team comes and provides an evaluation of the school and 
its progress, the school can be confident that this outside review, just like its own internal review, will 
focus on the same standards. 

Year Three/Step Three 
Site-visit by an external team, offering observations, commendations, and recommendations for 
improvement.  

Here is where the Accountability Program will need to be modified depending on whether the school 
has a three-year or five-year charter. 

Three-year charter: In this case the site visit has high stakes, as the report goes to the school 
district and is used as part of the renewal decision.  The purpose of the site visit is also to 
provide an outside perspective on the school’s progress for the benefit of both the district and 
the school. 

Five-year charter: In this case the Year Three site visit can truly have school improvement 
as the chief intent.  Coming at this stage in the school’s life, the visit is a kind of formative 
evaluation.  With a five-year charter, whether the district also receives a copy of the Site Visit 
Team’s third year report can be part of the accountability agreement negotiated prior to 
opening. 

 During the third year a Site Visit Team of five to seven educators will spend two days at the school 
“validating” the school’s own-self-study, and putting together a report—again, all built around the 
same Colorado Charter School Standards the school addressed in its self-study.  The team will seek to 
find out to what extent the school is accurate in its self-portrait, and how well it has defined both its 
strengths and weaknesses.   

The role of Site Visit Team members is to observe, to listen, and to validate what the school has said 
in its own internal self-assessment. The purpose of these visits is largely to help a school see how 
well it is doing in meeting its own mission.  The role of team members is NOT to come in and 
encourage the school to become more like their schools.  With proper training and/or reminders from 
the Team Leader, all team members will demonstrate respect for each school’s mission and goals. 
Team members realize that they are expected to work hard to see the school for what it hopes to be. 

The final report will include observations, commendations, and recommendations.  The 
recommendations will be offered as ideas and strategies the school should consider, not as dictates 
that must be implemented.  Visiting Teams are aware that in only two days they cannot truly know a 
school. They will present their recommendations with the understanding that this is advice they hope 
will be given some real thought, but not with the presumption that they have the “right” answers. 

To be effective, these site visits depend a great deal on effective leadership from highly capable Team 
Leaders.  The League has drawn from an experienced group of well-respected educators to lead the visits 
it has overseen since the program’s inception.  We now have a cadre of such Team Leaders; most are 
currently school directors themselves.  Many have taken part in external studies in the past as part of 
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accreditation efforts either in schools abroad or in the United States.  The League provides training to 
Team Leaders and seeks to ensure a much-needed consistency in the approach they take for this important 
task. 

The approach to the site visit depends on whether it is done during or prior to renewal year 

For schools with a three-year charter: In this case the Year Three site visit has high stakes, 
as the report goes to the school district and is used as part of the renewal decision.  To fit this 
timeline such a visit must take place in the fall—before December.  The school and team 
both need to keep in mind how early in the school’s development this outside evaluation is 
taking place.  All parties involved, including the district that will receive and make use of the 
team’s report, want an honest picture.  At this stage the Site Visit Team has an especially 
strong obligation to observe closely and to support any judgments or criticisms based on 
those observations.  The hope is that the school sees this outside visit as more than just an 
evaluation: it will also lead to a report that—as steps for year four and five indicate—will be 
a meaningful resource for continued improvement over the next two years.   

For schools with a five-year charter: In this case the Year Three site visit can truly have 
school improvement as the chief intent.  Coming at this stage in the school’s life, the visit is a 
kind of formative evaluation.  While still being objective observers, Visiting Team members 
provide technical assistance. They offer an outside view that helps the school better see its 
strengths and weaknesses, and realize where it may need to focus its efforts in order to make 
the greatest improvement. 

One of the reasons the Colorado League of Charter Schools encourages districts to provide a five-
year charter is because it allows for a different kind of peer review in the middle of the third year.  In 
order for a school to grow and learn from its accomplishments and struggles, it should feel free to 
openly discuss them with outsiders (the Visiting Team members), who can then offer an objective 
opinion. Schools are likely to be more candid when they are confident that the information they share 
will not be used against them in a decision that very year regarding the renewal of their contract.  

In the context of a five-year charter, the report from the third-year visit is designed especially for the 
school and its improvement.   At the same time, if it is part of the school/district agreement, the 
external team’s report may be sent to the district, as it will give the district helpful insights on the 
school’s progress.  The major findings of this outside report then becomes baseline information for 
measuring the school’s progress over the next two years, leading up to the decision on renewal during 
year five. 

Responding to the Visiting Team’s Report – Reflection and Action 

The school has the opportunity—we would add, the responsibility—to make good make use of the 
insights and recommendations from the Site Visit Team’s report.  It would be disturbing, and perhaps 
disastrous, if the report of the Year Three external team were not adequately analyzed and acted 
upon. The Accountability Program recommends several steps after schools receive the report.  Taking 
these steps will ensure that the school makes progress on items the Site Visit Team believed to be in 
need of improvement.  As a result, we believe the school will be stronger by Years Four and Five. 

The first response to the team’s external report should take place BY THE END OF YEAR THREE.  
Many members of the school community should have a chance to see and study the full report. The 
executive summary, especially, with its list of bullets of commendations and recommendations, 
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should be shared widely.  The school should establish priorities on what it can address, and by what 
dates.  

IN THE SUMMER, THE ANNUAL REPORT AND SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT PLAN for Year Four 
should include these priorities and plans in response to the Site Visit Team’s report. 

Year four/Step Four 
The school reflects upon, writes a response to, and takes action around the third year external study. 
The school continues to evaluate its progress and reflects on the degree to which it is becoming the 
school it set out to be in its charter. In the case of schools with a five-year charter, the school gathers 
information needed for the renewal process the following year. 

The Accountability Program recommends a series of steps to be sure that the school addresses those 
areas of concern raised in the Site Visit Report.  The goal is to be certain that the recommendations 
from the site visit are not ignored.  These steps begin (see previous section) in the spring and summer 
of Year Three.  In Year Four the school should continue to take steps that will demonstrate that it has 
been willing to heed the advice from the outside team.   

Reaction Report 

By December 1 of Year Four the school should produce a Reaction Report, four-to-six pages, 
responding to the major recommendations of the Visiting Team’s report. The League has created a 
Reaction Report template that schools can use to respond to the key recommendations in the site visit 
report.  At a minimum, it should address all of the bulleted items in the executive summary listed as 
recommendations or areas of concern.  

Content: Reaction Report will state: 
• how it has used the Year Three evaluation; 
• what recommendations it has acted on and how; 
• what future goals (perhaps in the form of an action plan) it has established in order to 

follow up on recommendations it has not yet acted on; and 
• what recommendations it did not choose to implement and why.*   

Delivered to: Reaction Report should be sent to the leader of the site visit (and possibly to the district, 
if specified in the contract).  

Purpose: Everyone is familiar with the worry about external studies collecting dust—and not having a 
tangible role in a school’s continual improvement efforts.  Requiring this additional follow-up 
guarantees action around the Visiting Team’s report and recommendations.  By having the report go 
to the Team Leader, it will maintain a relationship with that individual, who may be expected to visit 
the school again in its fifth year.  These two steps will keep the findings of the site visit “on the 
table,” rather than allowing the recommendations from the external team to get put “on the shelf.” 

On-going throughout the year 
• Continued self-assessment and improvement 
• Reflection on charter and school’s original vision – is it being achieved? 

 
Year End Activities 
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At the end of Year Four, the school should schedule a meeting with the district to discuss the contract 
renewal. Ideally, the school district will have already read the school’s Site Visit Report and Reaction 
Report. This meeting is an opportunity for the district to share any concerns they have about the 
school’s progress and request any additional steps or information needed for renewal. 

The district may require any of the following: 
• A second site visit by a complete team (usually in cases where significant issues were raised 

in the Year Three Site Visit Report), that produces another Site Visit Report. 
• A follow up visit by Team Leader and another member of Year Three Site Visit Team, who 

produce Follow-Up Report on progress since earlier visit.    
• Reporting of any requested information to the district. 
• Completing of any requested forms or applications required by the district for renewal. 

 
 

*We borrow this idea of a Reaction Report from the Association of Colorado Independent Schools.  The 
ACIS Evaluation Manual notes that the report may include “the rationale for taking exception to any 
recommendations.” This is an acknowledgement that in a short visit, even an objective team that seeks to 
respect the school’s unique mission might make some conclusions or offer recommendations that will be 
counter to the school’s goals or best interests.  Schools should take seriously this invitation to explain 
why they do not believe a specific recommendation is appropriate for their school. 

Year five/Step Five 
The steps the school takes in year five are largely dependent on the discussion the school has with the 
school district at the end of Year Four. Any requirements the district has of the school must be met 
before the December 1 renewal deadline. The various options that school districts and schools may 
pursue for this last year are explained below. 
 

District Site Visit 
If during the spring of the school’s fourth year the district has some special concerns about a charter 
school, it should first let the school know what these issues are, and then it should have district 
personnel visit the school.  (Even in such instances we strongly urge that more than one person be a 
part of such a visit, for the same reasons we have found team visits—providing greater objectivity 
and balance—critical to good site visits in year three.   The school is less likely to feel one 
individual’s bias plays too large a role.)  The evidence in the Site Visit Report and the Reaction 
Report should be considered in determining if a more substantive investigation of the school is 
warranted.   
 
Another Complete Site Visit 
This option is generally not recommended as it requires a great deal of work on the school’s part. 
However, in situations where the school district has serious concerns about the school and needs 
much more information in order to make a fair renewal decision, this course of action is appropriate. 
In this case, the school would simply go through the same process they did in Year Three. They 
would need to update their self-study and deliver that to the Site Visit Team Members. In addition, 
the team members would want to read the first Site Visit Report and the school’s Reaction Report, to 
accurately determine what type of progress the school has made. After a school has had a second site 
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visit, the team would produce another Site Visit Report, which would be sent to the school district, as 
well as the initial report and the school’s Reaction Report. 
 
Follow-Up Visit 
With this option the Team Leader from the Site Visit that took place in Year Three would participate 
in a half-day visit to the school (joined by a colleague from that team). They would visit the school to 
meet with the board, director, faculty, and/or parents as needed.  The purpose is to see what steps 
have been taken since the visit two years before, and to gauge the overall health and well being of the 
school.  The Team Leader and Team Member look at the school and follow up on major points raised 
in the year three report. After the visit, the Team Leader writes a short Follow-Up Report (4-6 pages) 
commenting on progress made over the previous two years.  Clearly such a short visit cannot be 
comprehensive, so it wants to focus in on top concerns.  The school uses this outside perspective to 
continue to make improvements. 
 
This year five follow-up visit is recommended for all schools, whether their charter was renewed in 
year three, or whether their charter is up for renewal in year five. 
 
Document Review 
In order to feel comfortable making a renewal decision, the school may simply need additional 
information or documents from the school. These needs should be communicated to the school at the 
end of Year Four, allowing the school plenty of time to provide needed information to the school 
district. 
 
Formal Renewal Documents 
The district may have formal renewal documents or an application that they need completed by the 
school in order to make a renewal decision. Again, in this situation schools should request these 
documents and be provided them by the school district well before the December 1 renewal deadline. 
 

* 

As the chartering authority, school districts are responsible for evaluating their charter schools.   By 
the winter of year five, the school would have a series of documents it could present to the district as 
evidence of its progress, reports that could help in the decision on renewal.  These documents would 
include:  

• The Annual Reports produced by the school for the district; most important at this time 
would be the Annual Report completed in the summer of the school’s fourth year. 

• The school’s own Self-Study completed by the fall of year three.  
• The Site Visit Report from the Site Visit Team. 
• The school’s Reaction Report to that external report, indicating steps taken to address 

concerns raised by the Site Visit Team. 
• An updated Follow-Up Report based on a half-day visit to the school in the fall of year 

five and/or other documentation requested by the school district. 

Each district might ask for some additional information, including some items not addressed by the 
League’s Colorado Charter School Standards. However, the district will build much of its judgment 
based on how the school is doing in addressing standards that have guided its previous internal and 
external evaluations.  This creates consistency and assures each school that the criteria for renewal is 
in line with all it has done towards accountability and improvement during its first four-and-a-half 
years. 
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School review & evaluation Costs 
 
• Administrative Review 

Cost $700 
The administrative review is a hands-on walk-through of applicable federal and state statutes, district 
requirements, and school policies. This facilitated process is designed to enhance the school’s 
understanding of applicable statutes and requirements. After completing the administrative review, 
the school will be aware of relevant federal and state statutes, as well as commonly problematic 
policies and practices. The school is also provided with a copy of non-education code statutes and a 
written report referencing all relevant statutes, including commentary summarizing the school’s self-
reported status in relation to each statute or policy.  

• Governance Review / Training 
Cost $1,500 
The League will assist the school in identifying and contracting with a person or persons external to 
the school for a package of board training / governance support.  Trainers will be knowledgeable of 
governance/leadership issues in charter schools (and/or non-profit organizations).  They will offer 
help in clarifying the roles and responsibilities of the board and school administration, examining 
board policies and practice, strategic planning, and making recommendations on how to become a 
forward-thinking board that works effectively for the well-being of the school. 

The package of governance training and support a school receives may include: 
• general board governance training; 
• strategic planning workshops; 
• the opportunity for board retreats or other opportunities for concerted work on a board’s 

operations.  
(The League will help schools identify the most appropriate package of governance support for their 
particular needs.) 

 

• Self-Study and Site Visit 
Cost $2,500 
The self-study will be constructed around the League’s Colorado Charter School Standards, a series 
of standards and benchmarks that address five central questions: 

1. Is the school faithful to the terms of its contract? 

2. Is the school faithful to its stated mission, goals, and objectives? 

3. Is the academic program a success? 

4. Is the school a viable organization? 

5. Does the school recognize clearly where growth is most essential? 
 

League staff will come out to the school several times over the course of the year to help the school 
with its self-study. These visits usually involve meeting with the Accountability Committee or a 
committee that has been put together solely for the purpose of creating the self-study. 

The site visit involves a team of five or six people, a group of peers, who spend two full days at the 
school validating how well the school sees itself. The site visit team members will address the same 
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Colorado Charter School Standards the school has explored internally prior to their coming.  Within a 
few weeks of the team’s visit, the team leader will send the school a report of their findings. That 
report will play a vital role in the school’s understanding of how they are doing as a charter school, 
what areas seem to be strengths, and where others have noted areas of concern.  The observations and 
recommendations of this outside team will ideally weigh heavily on the school’s improvement plans 
for the next year and will be a reference point for the progress the school hopes to make over the 
following two years.   

The funds will be used to cover a variety of costs, including: 

• the League’s visits to the school during the entire self-study and site visit process; 

• producing and mailing the six or so notebooks—copies of the school’s self-study—for the 
visiting team members; 

• providing a stipend to the team leader of the site visit for his/her additional work; 

• paying for travel expenses, and where needed for hotels, for members of the visiting team; 

• paying for food/snacks for the visiting team during their two days with our school. 
 

**This figure might vary for rural schools where many people will fly in and all members of the visiting 
team will probably need to stay in a hotel for two nights during this outside review.
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Outline of CLCS SCHOOL REVIEW 
& EVALUATION Process 

This table outlines specific steps of the process.  Both the district and the school have responsibilities to 
fulfill.  The specific steps would be negotiated and agreed to by both parties in the initial contract, or as an 
additional written agreement, and might vary district by district. 
 

 PURPOSES STEPS/ ACTION RESULTS 

 
Year 
One/ 
Step 
One 

 

• To provide topics and 
questions to help a school stay 
“on track.” 

• To provide school with 
information so they are 
complying with laws. 

• To help a school improve in 
goal setting & governance. 

• Using Colorado Charter 
School Standards. 

• Governance and 
Administrative Reviews. 

• Setting specific goals—
especially on academics. 

• Prepare School Improvement 
Plan for Year Two. 

• Confidence the school is 
operating within law. 

• Improved clarity of mission and 
goals.  

• Stronger governance; board has 
greater capacity to play its role 
well, to think long-term and of 
big picture. 

Year 
Two/ 
step 
Two 

• To assemble data, survey 
community, etc. in order to 
determine whether the school 
is fulfilling its mission and 
becoming what it set out to be. 

• Gather data; conduct surveys, 
etc. for Colorado Charter 
School Standards and Self-
Study. 

• Prepare Self-Study report. 

• Good data, measurable results, 
and, ideally, the beginning of 
school culture that always looks 
hard at its practices and is eager 
to pull together good 
information.   

 
Year 

Three/ 
Step 

Three 

• To invite in an external team, 
a group of peers, to study and 
validate how well the school 
sees itself. 

• To offer an outside view on 
progress, with suggestions to 
help the school improve.  

• Two-day external review by 
Visiting Team.   

• Team creates a Year Three 
Report for the school. 

(In case of a three-year charter, 
renewal application is submitted, 
and third-year report becomes 
part of renewal process.) 

• School benefits from outside 
perspective on its 
strengths/weaknesses. 

• Team’s recommendations to 
guide some of school 
improvement plans for next two 
years.  Team’s assessment 
provides baseline information 
for 5th year visit. 

 
Year 
Four/ 
Step 

Four 

• Opportunity to make good use 
of the Year Three Report and 
begin to take steps on the 
recommendations. 

• Reflect and act on 
recommendations in Year 
Three Report; produce 
Reaction Report for Visiting 
Team. 

• Year Three Report does not 
collect dust on a shelf; it has an 
impact on changes and 
improvements taking place. 

 
Year 
Five/ 
Step 
Five 

 

• To build on the 
knowledge/relationship 
established by Visiting Team 
from Year Three.  

• Ensures Year Three Report 
has on-going life. 

• Continues to provide 
objectivity of outside 
perspective. 

• Formally trigger district 
review. 

• Follow-up visit/review by 
Team Leader and another 
member of Year Three 
Visiting Team, who produce 
Follow-Up Report on progress 
since earlier visit.    

(In case of a five-year charter, 
renewal application is submitted.  
Year Three Report, Year Four 
Reaction Report, and Year Five 
Follow-up Report can be part of 
renewal process.) 

• School benefits from on going 
outside perspective of Visiting 
Team. 

• In case of five-year charter, 
school can present several 
documents to help with renewal 
decision. School knows an 
outside perspective has played a 
role in district’s decision. 

 


